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Starboard EMEA, founded in 2007, headquartered 
in Berlin, Germany is a leading manufacturer of 
interactive technology solutions with an 
intellectually inspiring history of developing 
cutting–edge products that help businesses and 
individuals alike to be more productive and 
efficient. With strong R&D team and multiple 
production lines, we have our own hardware 
patents and software copy rights. Products have 
been exported to more than 70 countries and areas 
through its distributors, agents and OEM&ODM 
partners worldwide, and have been unanimously 
recognized by users.

We have also acquired 3C, CE, ROHS, FCC, 
ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS18001 certificates. 
Our product range is classified into Starboard 
Software, Projectors, Interactive Displays and 
Interactive Whiteboards. 

We’re an e-learning company with a passion to 
create an environment that allows organizations 
and educational institutes to embrace, 
collaborate and interact with technology 
effectively.

We are constantly 
expanding our wings 
into new markets 
with novel product 
offerings

We offer collaborative solution combining 
interactive digital whiteboard and 
innovative smart software. Increase 
engagement and efficiency at your 
brainstorming sessions, virtual training, 
and classroom sessions by integrating 
your favorite applications with video 
conferencing and an infinite, mess-free 
writing canvas. Our products are perfect 
for collaborative environments that 
connect people and businesses globally. 
We can customize any product to meet 
any tender requirement within 15 days of 
production time maintaining StarBoard 
brand.

Advancing design & technology to 
better fit people’s ever-changing 
lifestyles and needs.
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MAKE EVERY LESSON UNFORGETTABLE
StarBoard TE-QS1

With advanced touch technology The StarBoard 
Interactive Flat Panel Display provides the latest 
infrared touch technology and with all the features 
you expect to meet the demands of active 
presentations and training environments.

Minimalist design with essential connectivity, front 
speakers and IR technology makes it easy and 
intuitive to use. The large interactive surface 
offers a high-resolution image and delivers an 
excellent platform for your classroom to learn with 
creativity. 

Informative, Functional, Intuitive

Allows your choice of multi-finger touch, stylus 
pen or pointer response which can be used for 
writing, drawing and navigation.

Proven Touch Screen Technology

Equipped with StarBoard's Interactive Software, 
SBS Note, StarClass Management.

Software

Android 11

Ultra Slim DesignCompatibility Windows 
Mac OS & Linux

Built in 15w Speakers

Interactive Learning Infinite Possibilities
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CREATE ENGAGING LEARNING ATMOSPHERE
StarBoard TE-QS2

Interact simultaneously with Interactive Flat Panel Display and multi-touch points. The iconic sidebars part of 
the Starboard signature; help educators and presenters orientate themselves whilst in the Starboard software 
environment, making the experience easy to use and intuitive. Empower learning with the flexibility and 
mobility by accessing from anywhere. Cast anything to the big screen from any device whether it’s Windows, 
iOS, Mac or Android OS. Keep class interactive with HDMI and touchback support.

All-Encompassing Solution built for the educator.

Allows your choice of multi-finger touch, stylus 
pen or pointer response which can be used for 
writing, drawing and navigation.

Proven Touch Screen Technology

Equipped with StarBoard's Interactive Software, 
SBS Note, StarClass Management.

Software

Android 11

User friendly 
orientating sidebars

Compatibility Windows 
Mac OS & Linux

Built in 15w Speakers
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REFRESH YOUR WORKSPACE 
Starboard TE-YL5
Meet. Brainstorm. Annotate. Present. Teach. Stream. Do it all with our 
business solutions.

The StarBoard YL5 Series provides a new look and feel for IR products. It is one of the thinnest IR Touch 
Frames and offers an ultra-slim design. Captive your audience with our high-quality interactive display and 
make your presentation or meetings simple and efficient. Allows your choice of multi-finger touch to 
interactively sketch, design, write or conceptualize on an infinite canvas. Equipped with StarBoard's Interactive 
Software, SBS Note, StarClass Management.

Thinner, Faster, Lighter

Android 11

Compatibility Windows 
Mac OS & Linux

Built in 15w Speakers
(2 x 20W Speakers Optional)
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Android 11

Compatibility Windows 
Mac OS & Linux

Built in 15w Speakers
(2 x 20W Speakers Optional)

Turn any space into a collaborative hub with a 
large interactive surface and high-resolution 
images. Equipped with StarBoard's Interactive 
Software, SBS Note, StarClass Management.

Starboard’s All-in-one Video Conferencing Product 
has an integrated 4K Camera, 4 Microphones and 
2 x 15W Speakers, allowing meetings and lessons 
to be conducted remotely.

Zero Air-Gap that provides a 
perfect touch experience. 
Sleek minimalist design with 
essential connectivity, front 
speakers and IR technology. 
Get to your best work, faster.

ONE SYSTEM 
TO REPLACE 
THEM ALL 
Starboard 
TE-YL6
Up level your visual communication, 
client engagement & team collaboration



Free conference call 
with up to 49 other 
users.

Great for Writing, 
Annotation, and 
Drawing.

Wide selection of pen 
and inks to maximize 
creativity.

Allows you to read and 
annotate PDFs with ease, 
supports different formats, 
and allows you to save and 
share them.
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SEAMLESSLY CONNECT WITH YOUR 
CLASS StarBoard Software

Our software is included with all 
StarBoard products, free of 
charge and free of annual 
renewal.

Integrated search 
engine allows direct 
access to the Web.

Collaborative tools (data 
conference, multiple 
users, multi-input pad, 
etc.

Our software is 
included with all 
StarBoard products, free 
of charge and free of 
annual renewal.

Wide range of integrated 
educational resources, 
accessories, tools, games, 
animations for main subjects 
such as Math, Chemistry, etc.
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The StarBoard Software is a user-friendly software 
developed to favor the educator’s approach to 
digitalization with its customizable floating 
toolbar allows the teacher to design their lessons 
to suit their needs.

Key Benefits
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StarClass Software

It’s a management platform for interactive teaching 
in classrooms. It is available in Android and 
Windows modes.

Designed to enable educators to control and 
manage the classroom, supervise students’ 
activities, and stimulate the students to learn, 
communicate and collaborate between groups 
effectively.

KEEP AN EYE ON 
EVERY STUDENT 
CONVENIENTLY

StarClass

Key Benefits of StarClass 
Software

Screen Broadcast
Student Demonstration
Monitor & Control
Remote Command
Conduct Surveys



SBS NOTE

Keep track of key ideas, formulate 
thoughts, interpret text and solve 
mathematical equations.

It’s a great way to manage and annotate documents 
and pictures. It is easy to use and has various 
features, making it an excellent tool for students, 
professionals, and anyone who needs to annotate 
and manage documents, pictures and 
presentations.

StarBoard’s bespoke all-in-one 
interactive whiteboard Android 
software that’s versatile, easy to 
use, and comes standard with 

our interactive displays.
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Key Benefits of SBS Note

Designed by StarBoard
Integrated with Android
Share by email or QR Code
Great for Writing, 
Annotation, & Drawing.



Our iMagic centralized control platform has remote 
equipment control, account management, role 
management and other functions that helps keep all 
devices secure while keeping the workforce flexible 
and productive.

Monitor, Manage and Secure 
Easily With our IFPD 
Management Internet Control 
(iMagic) Solution

It is a core component of 
enterprise mobility management 

and unified endpoint 
management, which aims to 
manage all endpoint devices 
with a single console. This 
platforms include mobile 

application management tools, 
identity and access management, 

and enterprise file sync and 
share. 

The intent of iMagic is to 
optimize the functionality and 

security of mobile devices within 
the enterprise while 

simultaneously protecting the 
corporate network.
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iMagic Solution
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TRUSTED BY

BUSINESS 
LEADERS

& BRANDS
We have ability to customize the 

brand and offer direct manufacture 
price with the quality unrivaled.

CONTACT US
Tel : +49 30 88772600
berlin@starboard-solution.com
www.starboard-solution.eu


